
 

 

 

 

 

Pupil/parent survey on remote learning, February 2021: Feedback  

 

201 responses . . . 

 

 25.5 % - S1 

 20.8% - S2 

 17.2 % - S3 

 16.7%- S4 

 9.4%- S5 

 10.4%- S6 

 

 40.1% - pupil only 

 31.8%- parent only 

 28.1 %- parent and pupil 

 



 

 

 Only 2.15% felt feedback on submitted work was not effective/ helpful 

 19.3% good/ 49% very good/ 29.7% excellent 

 

 81.3% noted that they could plan effectively independently 

 18.8% noted they could not/ needed help with this. 

 

 97.8% noted that they knew how to ask for help support and who to ask 

 

The overwhelming nature of the feedback was complimentary of what our staff are doing in such challenging circumstances. E.g. 

 My child has settled in to a good working routine and is trying her best to get through the workload. 
 Quality work being put onto classrooms by teachers which is keeping my child engaged in her learning  
 One to one support with some more challenging course work and as a parent being able to see in detail what they are working on 
 Google classroom easy to use and manage workflow. 
 Interesting tasks for my children from their teachers. Plenty of meaningful tasks and opportunities for Google Meets. 
 Google Meet, Loom videos, voice recorded teacher feedback  
 Clear instructions from the teachers and deadlines  

 I am closer to his learning at school that I would have been had he physically been in school 

 I have been sticking to my timetable which is helping me handle my work better 
 Work- handing it in is really easy and good  
 The consistency of workflow and instruction from each subject has been good - only a couple of times my child has had to ask for help to understand what was 

required. The encouragement from most subject teachers has helped my child too. 
 We feel the online lessons via Google Classroom have been invaluable. Not only providing interaction with teacher and classmates, however distanced, but provides 

a much needed focus on subjects. 
 The google meets are good. Teachers messaging back most of the time so the work can be completed.  
 Having interaction with teachers  
 Work being added on a Monday is helpful. 
 Being able to do work whenever suits me  
 The feedback from the teacher when I complete the work is very helpful 

 It’s easier to find all the work. More motivated to do work compared with last time. 
 Google meet is very helpful, Loom videos and voice messages from teachers with feedback on work has helped with motivation.  
 Being able to e-mail your teachers if you need help  
 Getting all the work on a Monday and the voice notes from teachers when work has been marked 
 Easy to access and being able to communicate with teachers 
 Getting to interact with teachers and ask questions  



 

 

 I find easy as I go through my timetable and look at the reminders on my phone. 

 I have my own calendar on the wall that I fill in every Monday for the weeks work ahead. I find it ok and now have a good routine.  

 My child is very self-sufficient and handles her work due to deadlines and works out which subjects may take longer and juggles things very well. She has been 

amazingly positive about remote learning.  

 Google meets and consistent allocation of work from teachers.  

 Structured lessons. The weekly report lets me keep an eye on his participation whilst I am also working from home.  

 The live lessons have been very helpful as they provide a chance to discuss things with the teacher and have the teacher go over them. 

 Getting all the work at the beginning of the week, and being able to spread it out over the week. 
 The weekly e-mail detailing what subjects they have work missing from and also what schoolwork has been assigned and for what dates. 
 Everything, much better than last lockdown.  

 I like that the tasks are all put up on Monday so I can organise my week. Loom videos useful. 

 Everything has been great. My child enjoys his schoolwork and has no problem engaging. The real time meetings with teachers and virtual classrooms have been 

very helpful this time.  

 Getting all the work at the start of the week and being able to space and plan it out.  

 Easy to access and understand what to do. 

 Please pass on our thanks to my child’s teachers for their continued hard work and their support for his learning.  
 My child is very visually focussed when it comes to learning and so we can't express how much benefit google classroom lessons have been. My child received a 

letter only this morning from the school and even that small thing was enough to give him a lift.(and was much appreciated by us too!) 
We would all just like to thank all teachers and staff for their work in these challenging times! 

 Homework is well-explained and some recorded classes make work more interesting. Recorded feedback is probably the most positive thing. The kids get to hear the 
teachers’ voices and sounds more personal.  

 Thank you for the fantastic job you are all doing. The support for the children and parents that you all give is amazing- from online meets, classroom videos and 

messages.  

 The work all the teachers and staff put in to make this home learning work is amazing and you all deserve a big thank you!  

 Me and my mum find the weekly reports quite helpful and the audio feedback! 

 We are very grateful for all the work and support the school are doing for us during these difficult times - it is much appreciated! Thank you!  
 They love the Loom videos. They both really like listening to the teachers recorded comments. The praise letters they both received were great and really helped 

encourage them. Thank you. 
 Thank you to all my child’s teachers for their hard work and dedication.  

 As a parent, I have been impressed by the variety of approaches from teachers and feel that my child is very well supported.  

 We appreciate the effort that goes in to the distance learning.  Thank you. 
 You're doing excellent work in very difficult circumstances!  

 We appreciate the effort going into the distance learning it is not easy for any teacher. 

 Thanks to you all. You really are doing a great job under these difficult circumstances. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

In addition, we have picked out individual observations made by parents/ pupils in their feedback and have responded as noted below . . . 

 

Themes Response 
 

Teachers setting ‘wrong’ dates- parent getting notification 
that work is missing when it is not . . . (9 responses on this) 

Teachers reminded re. setting of dates- not weekends and to remove ‘marks notification’ if not relevant so work will appear as completed. 
Memo issued to staff re. this week beginning 22/2  
 
Pupils should not be expected to complete work at weekends. 
 
Pupils- a reminder to set work as ‘submitted’ before sending to teacher. 
 

Would help if Guardian e-mail gave feedback on how well 
work was done  
. . . (2 responses) 
 

We agree. However, The Guardian e-mail facility only provides information on work set and completed as it is designed as a way to support 
parents/ carers to structuring homework planning.  
 
Pupils will be getting constructive feedback via teachers but the overview Guardian e-mail does not have the facility to allow this. If parents want 
to see/ hear teacher feedback pupils should be easily able to show them this. 
 

Sometimes ‘too much work’ . . . (7 responses) Pupils should communicate issues to teachers and ask for extensions if required. Most teachers will be more than accommodating. The 
recommended workload for pupils is intended, where possible, to match the expected workload of a normal school week. 
 
Pupils should plan their week on the basis of devoting the time for each subject to the time they would have that subject in school (number of 
50 minute periods). Most who replied are happy with the work being set and the expectations being placed upon them. 
 

More live lessons . . . (23 responses) We are encouraging this as appropriate and are emphasising the value of the wellbeing side of this as well as the educational side.  
 
Not all pupils can attend online live lessons.  
 
We are looking at permissions to allow recorded live lessons to be made available post-lesson for all to listen to- but under present rules we 
cannot release a recording where there is interaction between pupils and teacher. 
 
We are discussing ways to encourage more pupils to participate in live lessons and/or teacher tutorials/drop ins. 
 

Work should be set at the start of the week . . .  
(7 responses) 

It is- for the vast majority of S1-S3 classes- English and Maths post early and midweek to break up the tasks. This was a policy based on our initial 
feedback audit and the vast majority of respondents note that work is posted at the start of the week. Most pupils/ parents who responded 
are clear in their returns that work is posted at the start of the week and this helps them to plan ahead appropriately. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Some lesson instructions are very detailed and this makes it 
more difficult to follow  
. . . (3) 
 

Staff endeavour to make instructions as sharp and concise as they can but this is problematic when you are not delivering face to face and need 
to explain everything in detail without verbal reinforcement.  
 
The use of LOOM videos is encouraged so that pupils can listen to instructions and work their way through tasks at their own pace. Pupils as 
always are encouraged to ask for help/ advice as and when required. 
 

At least 24 hours notice of Meets . . . (2)/  
 
 
Some tasks/ details of Meets are posted on the class stream  
. . .  
 

No real evidence of this. Meets reminders are posted on the class stream but all pupils/ classes should know well in advance when live meets 
are happening (and always during normal timetabled class time).  
 
All pupils should know that Meets will take place during normal timetabled class time. Teachers usually send a reminder the day before or on 
that morning. 

My child gets feedback in the evenings and at weekends . . . 
(2) 

Pupils are advised to switch off notifications after 4.30 and at weekends. Many teachers are working on marking at night and at weekends to 
keep up. Appropriate feedback cannot be scheduled, but is simply sent when the teacher has marked the piece of work. The fact that feedback is 
being posted outside of the normal school day shows how diligent staff are at working through marking of pupils’ work. 
 

Waiting ‘long periods’ for work to be marked . . . (4) In general terms it takes much longer to mark and feedback remotely. Any issues contact Pupil Support teacher who will advocate on your behalf 
but staff are doing their level best.  
 
In school it would usually take a week to feedback on a larger piece of marking- no different via remote platform. It is also worth pointing out 
that if a task is set on Monday or Tuesday with a deadline for later in the week, then if a pupil submits work earlier than the deadline this does 
not mean the work will be marked immediately. 
 

Pupil has to self-mark some of their work  
. . . (3) 

In some subjects this is perfectly reasonable and would be done in class time if in school under normal circumstances. Also, quiz type activities 
are self-marking and allow pupils to quickly identify their own knowledge gaps. If a  pupil is having difficulty with any particular area of course 
work then they have the options o: 

 attending a follow-up meet (if available),   
 getting relevant teacher feedback once the class work has been gathered by the class teacher or  
 asking for individual support via private message using the Classroom. 

 

I’d like more open ended projects . . . (2) Presently, the key objective is to deliver the core curriculum in a ‘weekly’ structured format. If our present situation continues some subjects 
may offer more creative extended/ rich learning tasks . . . 
 

Loom videos are too long . . . (2) We would simply recommend that the pupil break up the viewing into chunks to make it less onerous. In most cases the videos are designed to 
support the learning of one week at a time and should have pauses built in via teacher instructions to break up the information/ tasks provided. 
 

Regular check ins . . . (6)  
 
(ASN group) 
Could PSE lessons be set up as ‘conversations’ to allow 
pupils to talk to each other and share experiences? 
 
 

We are looking at options of doing this, initially via PSE classes. In subject teams, most teachers offer either live lessons or drop ins where pupils 
can get support/ advice/ reinforcement as required. 



 

 

Some worksheets are not user friendly/ write on and this 
can cause more work/ confusion as to how best to submit 
work . . (5)  
 
(ASN group) 
Sometimes Google Docs cannot be amended to allow typing 
. . .  
 

Staff informed of this and ‘request’ to ensure that any work requiring to be returned on a worksheet basis is user friendly. In most cases if pupils 
download the response sheet it should be’ write on’. 
 
If there is a problem then pupils have the option of writing out answers on paper, capturing an image and then submitting. 
 
 
 
 
 

Too much work! . . . (4) Pupils should follow simple common sense advice of prioritising and asking for support . . . 
 

More ‘drop-ins’ . . . (5) Some pupils/ parents have noted that they will not join because they are coping well and do not have any questions to ask. We will note with 
staff that some ‘drop-ins’ could be split- part discussion of needs and part just to catch up and chat and/or teachers could be more direct in their 
expectation/invitation to attend to certain pupils who have been identified as needing support. 
 

Each subject should do a live lesson each week . . . (4) 
 

We are closely auditing how the present delivery looks overall and will take this into consideration. This is more problematic for some subjects 
rather than others and the return of senior pupils makes the organisation for this more complicated. Live lessons do not lend themselves well to 
the majority of our practical subjects. 
 

Regular check in calls if pupil is ‘vulnerable’ . . . (1) We have a targeted list of pupils to whom we are providing this ‘service’. Our engagement profiling picks up the most vulnerable and we are 
working within the limited resources we have to support this, contacting parents/ pupils and offering support, advice and encouragement 
 
Classroom assistants are making twice-weekly calls to some pupils and we are adding to this list as and when required as well as working with a 
small number of pupils in our ‘hub’ 
 
We also now have an external counselling support service running for identified pupils. 
 

(ASN group) 
Sometimes indicate a clearer purpose of any meeting? If it 
indicated a ‘drop in’ there is not specific incentive to attend? 
. . . 
 

We will encourage teachers to ensure that the Meet details are clear and the expectation to attend is there, relevant to what is being delivered- 
lesson or ‘tutorial’. 
 
 

(ASN group) 
Better to have ‘live’ lessons at the start of the week so 
pupils can understand directly from the teacher the work to 
be undertaken and completed . . . 
 
 

Shared with Heads of Faculty and this will be discussed with subject teams in terms of overall efficiency and effectiveness. 

(ASN group) 
Some information is too long (60 page power-points?). Can 
the information be broken down into shorted chunks (40-50 
minutes each) so some pupils are not ‘overwhelmed’ by the 
volume of work set? 

See above- reminder to staff that materials are ‘chunked’ appropriately and should not be too ‘daunting’ for pupils. If there are any sizeable 
posts of information, teacher instruction should be clear as to what sections are being covered at any one time/ lesson. 

 


